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FH Insights arose out of a culmination of my passions for people, business and learning. 
Formed in 2012, what started as a way to help companies see the benefit of personality 
insights grew into a complete business skills training and coaching organisation.

Over the past five years, FH Insights has built a strong base of repeat customers who come 
back again and again for our valuable training materials, 
fun and engaging sessions and our flexibility as a 
business partner.

We are passionate about strengths based development 
and always seek to understand the person and find an 
approach that works for them.

To help you get to know me better, these are my 
top 5 strengths.

• Activator - a quick starter with an ability to 
 motivate and inspire others.
• Communication - able to summarise complex 
 topics in a concise and clear way; always striving 
 to find the perfect combination of words.
• Maximiser – never satisfied with what we have, 
 always looking for improvements and striving for 
 excellence. 
• Individualization – seeing what is unique about 
 people and finding ways to help them shine.
• Arranger - an organiser and planner who can 
 quickly adapt in the face of new information and 
 challenges.

We are committed to 
reducing the environmental 
impact of training and 
implement a no single-use 
plastic rule for our training 
sessions. We are working with 
our clients, hotels and other 
training companies to remove 
all single-use plastics from the 
entire training supply chain in 
the UAE from 2018. If you 
would like to join the 
movement email us at 
info@fhinsights.com 

FH Insights is a Dubai based training and development 
company that provides business professionals with the 
skills and knowledge they need to excel in their role. We 
believe that knowing yourself and understanding others is 
critical to your success in the workplace and offer 
customised training and coaching solutions to help you 
achieve this. Our training delivers lasting change and will 
empower your employees to make a positive impact on 
the business and with the people they work with. Holly Fenton 

Founder and Managing Director

OUR PARTNERS



WITH OUR TRAINING 
YOU WILL ALWAYS GET -

Customisation – training
tailored for your needs 
Engagement – through fun   
experiential learning activities

Fresh Content - based on the 
latest research and tried and 
tested models that never get old

Experience – trainers with lots 
of knowledge and even more 
passion

Our training solutions equip your team with the knowledge, skills and behaviours that they 
need to excel in the workplace. 

We use experiential learning techniques combined with relevant theory and practical 
application back to the workplace. Attendees practice, brainstorm, role play and engage in 
high level observation and feedback to their colleagues. Our training uses tools such as DISC 
and StrengthsFinder to increase self-awareness and understanding amongst colleagues and 
with third parties.

WHAT TRAINING ATTENDEES SAY…

I have had the pleasure of attending four 
courses with FH Insights, and would totally 
recommend these courses to every individual 
who seeks to improve the quality of his/her 
skills. These programs are conducted in a very 
friendly and interactive classroom environment, 
that is guaranteed to keep you engaged.

Ammar Al-Hasan
Senior Prescription & Product Marketing 
Engineer 

I attended a three-day training programme on 
strategy and implementation and I must say that 
I found the training immensely rewarding. The 
trainer’s ability to make it simple to understand 
for everyone who attended was remarkable. 
Every participant was involved right from the 
word 'Go'! FH Insights programmes are really 
assets to invest in.

Surajit Datta
Manager-Internal Audit 
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Have a need you would like to discuss? Call us on +971 4 278 0964



Since being coached by Holly my confidence levels in leading a team have 
magnified. I feel equipped to deal with intense/complex situations and 
have allowed myself to self-critique openly and realise areas of weakness 
that can be improved. I would 100% recommend Holly as a coach – her 
ability to provoke thought from within the coachee is a genuine talent. Her 
strong domain expertise and experience in coaching is something that has 
benefitted us greatly. Her techniques to create action plans that are 
relevant, timely and pivotal to the coachee's pain points are second to 
none. Thank-you Holly, you have been a key factor in my smooth transition 
and Qpal's growth phase in Dubai.”

Craig Buchan
CEO, Qpal

Holly is a very talented individual 
and has been a very good coach for 
me. She has helped me realise my 
limiting beliefs and made me think 
beyond that to achieve my full 
potential. I always feel full of energy 
and confidence after her sessions.

Carlton de'Souza
Business Development Manager

WHAT THE COACHEES SAY…

Want to see the benefit of coaching in your business? Email us on info@fhinsights.com

Coaching helps individuals to gain clarity on their goals; make 
progress towards those goals; make better decisions; gain 
greater self-awareness and overcome challenges they are 
facing. 

Within organisations we offer coaching for senior and 
mid-level managers. The coaching journey is directed by the 
coachee and focuses on the achievement of long term 
strategic goals and overcoming tactical challenges they face in reaching those milestones. 
Our coaches are ICF accredited and each have hundreds of hours of experience in coaching 
business professionals.

How it works:
At the start of the coaching programme we will agree outcomes for the coaching 
engagement with HR, the line manager and the coachee. The coachee’s progress on 
the journey towards those outcomes will be communicated back to the sponsors; but 
the content of the coaching sessions will always be kept confidential.

In coaching we look at the internal and the 
external world of the coachee to identify the 
root cause of behaviours and how to make 
changes that last over time. 

Tools used to support the journey:
• StrengthsFinder
• Values Identification
• Limiting Beliefs Tool
• Behaviour Model*  
• Iceberg Model

Goal Focus – movement towards long-term goals

Action Orientation – actions to take after 
every session

Self-Discovery – identify your habits, patterns and 
behaviours that work for you and against you 

Career Growth – develop in your role and improve 
your performance

Increased Clarity – over who you are, what is 
important to you, what you want and how you will 
achieve it

With our coaching, you will always get:



FH Insights has managed our leadership 
development programme for our senior teams 
in Dubai, Egypt and Iran. They have been a 
great business partner for us and have worked 
closely with our Learning and Development 
team to understand our needs, customize 
materials and improve them based on the 
feedback. The programme you get from FH 
Insights is never a one size fits all. We are happy 
to have FH Insights as a valuable extension to 
our HR team and are currently rolling out the 
leadership programme to more teams within the 
BASF group.

Burcu Cinar Ozden
HR Director - Middle East

FH Insights offered outstanding training and 
provided excellent value for money. FH Insights 
gave more confidence to our sales force, by 
helping them to better understand their 
strengths. I would definitely recommend FH 
Insights to other companies. They will add value 
by aligning the growth initiatives of the 
company with the way people will think and act 
to meet such initiatives. In addition, the 
role-playing and the activities during training 
will create stronger teams, especially where 
team members have to work together to get 
the tasks done within the time frame set.

Rabih Chehade
Regional Executive 

WHAT OUR CLIENTS SAY…

FH Insights recently provided Time 
Management training to our senior staff at MLC 
QS. The training courses were well run, very well 
presented, very interactive and very well 
received by all. In today's world where 
everything and everyone is vying for your 
attention, this course is a must to maintain 
control and work effectively."

Paul Brand
Director

FH Insights has showed continuous strong 
customer focus. We have consistent positive 
feedback on all their solutions from learners and 
the sessions are interactive and engaging. Their 
training programmes foster self-awareness 
amongst our employees and have enabled 
on-going improvement in soft skills. We are very 
satisfied with their solutions and they will put 
your interest at the centre of what they do.

Barbara Fehr
HR Learning & Development MEA Cluster Lead

T E S T I M O N I A L S

Want to feel this good about your training? Let’s discuss how we can help, call Holly on +971 567 588 459
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